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Abstract 

A genetic algorithm has been used to search for artificial 

intelligence and computing discipline. It assists researchers in 

finding the most optimized solutions to search problems based 

on the theory of natural selection and evolutionary biology. 

Genetic algorithms are robust search algorithm which is 

appropriate for search in large and complex data sets. There are 

many ways to produce the individuals in GA through using the 

crossover and mutation techniques. The final vision of any GA 

is to maximize fitness function. This paper has proposed a new 

technique for genetic algorithm uniform crossover by 

optimizing previous methods. Proposed techniques are 

developed and tested in the MATLAB platform to see and 

evaluate the gained result with current crossover techniques. 

The result shows meaningful improvement in terms of reducing 

the number of iterations and function evaluations.  

Keywords: Genetic algorithm, uniform crossover, discrete 

problems, iteration, function evaluation. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

As has been stated in many papers the artificial intelligence 
(AI) is the ability of machines to learn and decide close to human 
abilities [1-4]. Different algorithms apply and develop AI in 
programming domains such as Genetic Algorithm, Neural 
Network ant colonies. Based on their nature and their developing 
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technologies, they will provide different advantages and 
smartness [5, 6]. The structure of this paper is organized as 
follows. The first section focuses on introducing the GA and 
crossovers techniques. In section 2 reviews the concepts and 
definitions of the various crossover operators. Section 3 
introduces and illustrates the proposed method. Section 4 
elaborates all the functions that are used to evaluate the 
performance of GA operators. Section 5 explains how the results 
are optimized and also compares the performance of the 
proposed method. Section 6 encompasses conclusions and is 
discussed. 

II. GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

Genetic algorithms (GAs) characterize direct search and 
optimization technique which simulating evolutionary ideas of 
natural selection and genetics. The simulation of natural 
processes carries out based on the principles of Lamarck and 
Darwin [7, 8]. 

In 1975, a book titled “Adaptation in natural and artificial 
systems” was written by Holland. He proposed a novel idea on 
using the principles of natural evolution to optimize problems 
and create the first GAs. Holland’s theory has been improved for 
years, and now GAs is a powerful tool to address the search and 
optimization problems. GAs are based on the principle of 
genetics and evolution [6, 9-12]. Today, various GAs and the 
term “genetic algorithm” are applied to explain concepts that 
might be very far from Holland’s original idea [13]. The 
mutation and crossover are recognized as the most famous 
genetic algorithm search operators, and most AI programmers 
apply them as a basis of their programs. By combining the 
parents’ information and chromosomes, crossover generates 
new offspring. Later we will introduce the most well-known 
crossover techniques. 

Mutation avoids convergence of the population by flipping a 
small number of randomly selected bits to introduce variation 
continuously. The driving force behind GAs is the unique 
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cooperation between selection, crossover, and mutation 
operator. A genetic operator is a process used in GAs to maintain 
genetic diversity. Recombination, crossover, and mutation are 

genetic operators that are used by many researchers [4-7, 14, 15]. 
In this paper we aim to introduce a new unique method for GA 
cross-overing. 

III. GA CROSSOVERING TECHNIQUES 

      In genetic algorithms and evolutionary computation, 

crossover, also called recombination, is a genetic operator 

used to merge the genetic details of two parents to develop 

new offspring. It is one way to create new resolutions from 

current inhabitants stochastically and is similar to the 

crossover that occurs during sexual replica in biology. 

A. Single-point crossover 

In the single-point crossover, we randomly choose a cutting 
point. This cutting point must be between 1 to n-1 of the parent 
chromosomes (table II). After selecting the cutting points, the 
new child will have some chromosomes from 1 to the cutting 
points from the first parent, and the rest of the chromosomes will 
be received from the second parent, as can be seen in Table I.  

TABLE I.  SINGLE POINT CROSSOVER 

1 0 1 1 0 0 

1 0 1 1 1 1 

TABLE II.   OFFSPRING CHROMOSOME 

1 0 1 1 1 1 

1 0 1 1 0 0 

B. Double-point crossover 

In the double-point crossover, we are integrating two single-
point crossovers. On the other hand, by applying two single-
point crossovers simultaneously, we will have a double-point 
crossover that has more different chromosomes from both 
parents. 

TABLE III.   PARENT CHROMOSOMES 

1 0 1 1 0 0 

1 0 1 1 1 1 

TABLE IV.  OFFSPRING CHROMOSOME 

1 0 1 1 1 0 

1 0 1 1 0 1 

 

As can be seen from Table III and Table IV, the second and 
the fifth lines are selected as a cutting point, and the new 
generation has the first two chromosomes from parent one and 
consequently has three chromosomes from parent two, and the 
last chromosome is also inherited from parent one again. 

 
C. Uniform- crossover 

According to a given distribution, each bit from the 
offspring's genome is independently chosen from the two 
parents in a uniform crossover. In contrast to k-point crossover, 
uniform crossover exchanges individual bits, and it does not 
change segments of the bit array. This approach means there is 
no bias for two close-together bits in the array to be inherited 
together. 

 

TABLE V.  PARENT CHROMOSOMES 

1 0 1 1 0 0 

 1 0 1 1 1 1 

TABLE VI.  OFFSPRING CHROMOSOME 

1 0 1 1 0 1 

0 0 1 1 1 1 

 

Typically, there is an equal chance for each chromo to be 
selected from either parent (table V). in some cases, other mixing 
ratios are applied, which caused offspring to inherit more genetic 
information from one parent than the other (table VI). 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Based on a highly cited paper, a research method, namely 
Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM), is a valuable 
method for IS research [16]. Design science research 
methodology is accepted and adopted as a research approach by 
various researchers [17].  Fisher [18] demonstrated the 
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usefulness of adopting DSRM to develop a prototype to support 
the temporal reconstruction of financial accounting. 

Adikari et al. [17] deployed DSRM to propose a research 
design to integrate user-centered design approaches into 
interface development through enhanced requirements 
specification. DSRM is also applied by many DSS research [9]. 
Their study concentrated on DSS development in a different 
domain to support the organizational needs and assess its 
usefulness by following DSRM empirical evaluation. 

This research follows the general framework of DSRM 
developed by Peffers [16] as a basis of the study. This 
methodology intends to develop a roadmap for designers in 
academia and industry to apply informative design projects. In 
this research, there are five main phases, as suggested by Peffers 
[16]. The phases consist of (i) Problem Identification, (ii) 
Design, (iii) Development, (iv) Evaluation and (v) Conclusions. 
The following sections will explain each phase and its research 
activities. The resultant methodology appears in Fig. 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Design science research adapted from Peffers et al. (2007) 

V.  PROPOSED METHOD 

Despite the normal crossover methods that includes 
following function and results. 

Function [y1 y2] =Uniform Crossover (x1, x2) 

      Alpha=Randi ([0 1], size(x1)); 

      y1=alpha. *x1+ (1-alpha).*x2; 

      y2=alpha. *x2+ (1-alpha).*x1; 

  end 
As can be seen in Fig.2 the following generated 

chromosomes. 

 

Fig. 2. Generated chromosomes 

The proposed method using two different variables (alpha 
and betta) to generate the random array to multiple to the parents 
as follow in fact, it changes all children chromosomes without 
any related rules between alpha and beta (Fig. 3): 

Function [y1 y2] =Uniform Crossover (x1, x2) 

     Alpha=Randi ([0 1], size(x1)); 

    Beta=Randi ([0 1], size(x1)); 

        y1=alpha. *x1+beta.*x2; 

    y2=alpha. *x2+beta.*x1; 

 End 

 

 

Fig. 3. Random array 

VI. EVALUATION 

To evaluate the proposed method in this paper, the method is 
developed on the MATLAB platform for discrete binary 
problems. To see the efficiency of the proposed model following 
variables or considered: 

Problem 
Identification  
Literature Review + 
Semi Structured 

Design 
Interview + Literature 
Review  
+AHP Analysis 

Implementation 
Prototyping 

Evaluation  
Case Study + 
Interview With 
Experts and Students 

Conclusion 
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%problem definition 

nVar=1800000; 

%GA parameters 

MaxIt=400; 

nPop=20; 

 
Due to the nation of the discreet binary problems, the cost 

function will be z=sum(x), which calculates all chromosomes in 
the matrix. The computer considered to solve this discrete binary 
problem is including the following specifications: 

• 8th Generation Intel Core i5-8250U Processor (Up to 
3.4GHz) 

• NVIDIA GeForce MX150 with 2 GB of dedicated 
GDDR5 VRAM. Adapter - 65 Watt 

• 8GB LPDDR3 Memory & 256GB SSD 

 

Fig. 4. Single-Point Crossover Evaluation 

As can be seen in the Fig. 4 after 400 iterations we 
NFE=6420 with the best cost=897954. 

 

Fig. 5. Double-Point Crossover Evaluation 

 As can be seen in the Fig. 5 after 400 iterations we 
NFE=6420 with the best cost= 897539. 

  

Fig. 6. Uniform Crossover Evaluation 

As can be seen in the Fig. 6 after 400 iterations we 
NFE=6420 with the best cost= 896133. 

 

Fig. 7. Proposed Method Crossover Evaluation 

As shown in Fig. 7, after 211 iterations, we NFE=3396 with 
the best cost= 0. 

There is a meaningful reduction in the cost function, function 
evaluation, and iteration after applying the proposed method for 
solving discrete problems (table VII). 

TABLE VII.  STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF ALL INTRODUCED 

METHODS 

Proposed Method Iteration Number of 

Function 

Evaluation 

Best 

Cost 

Single Point Crossover 400 642 897954 

Double Point Crossover 400 642 897539 

Uniform Crossover 400 642 896133 

Proposed Method 

Crossover 

211 3396 0 

 

Fig. 8. also clarifies that through applying the previous 
crossover methods, we have the best costs around 900,000, but 
after applying the proposed method with less iteration (211), we 
have reached the best possible result that is cost equal to zero. 
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Fig. 8. Evaluation of all introduced Crossover methods 

VII.  FUTURE WORK 

      This proposed method can solve different discrete 
problems such as Knapsack problems and be integrated with 
further optimization for genetic algorithm crossover 
techniques. Besides, the proposed model can be combined 
with previous models using the Roulette Wheel and 
tournament selection algorithms to use all different method 
advantages and compare them to see the final results. 
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